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What's New In?

John's Base64 Encoder / Decoder is a
simple-to-use application that enables
you to encode and decode text using
Base64. It features basic options that
can be tackled even by users with no
previous experience in such software.
No setup required, besides.NET
Framework As long as you have.NET
Framework installed, you don't need to
set up anything else. This means that
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you can save the downloaded.exe file in
any part of the disk and just double-click
it to run the program on any PC. It
doesn't make any changes to the
Windows registry, unlike many
installers. Simple GUI for encoding and
decoding text When it comes to the
interface, John's Base64 Encoder /
Decoder adopts a standard window with
a minimalistic look and stripped off
graphical elements, which lets you type
or paste text from the Clipboard, as well
as click a button to instantly encode or
encode it. The new text is shown on the
bottom part of the screen and can be
selected to copy it to the Clipboard by
opening the right-click menu or by
triggering the global hotkey. There are
no other notable options provided by
this application. For instance, it doesn't
integrate buttons for printing text or for
exporting it to file. Evaluation and
conclusion As expected from such a
small-sized tool, it didn't put a strain on
the overall performance of the machine



in our tests, thanks to the fact that it
needed low CPU and RAM to work
properly. No error dialogs popped up
and it didn't hang or crash. Conversions
were carried out swiftly. All in all, John's
Base64 Encoder / Decoder offers a fast
and effectives solution for encoding and
decoding using the Base64 algorithm,
and it can be seamlessly handled by
students or other kinds of users.
However, it doesn't have richer options.
Best in class strategy: this is an
advanced version of the most popular
strategy game, with many more
possibilities and enhanced graphics.
Best in class artificial intelligence: enjoy
the experience of the powerful but wise
personality of Max, who is able to learn
from his mistakes and who improves his
ability to plan and react to the
opponents' moves. Best in class music:
play an original soundtrack and discover
the fine art of music, thanks to great
arrangements by the world's most
renowned musicians. Best in class



physics: play with gravity! Combine
gravity with the laws of momentum and
friction and discover the infinite
possibilities that this combination offers.
Best in class graphics: play with a giant
number of colorful and funny animals!
Investigate their incredible abilities and
try to guess which ones you will be able
to bring to life. Best in class online play:
compete in different tournaments and
games, winning valuable rewards to
enhance your favorite characters. The
new game by Gameforge is a personal
challenge with outstanding graphics. Do
you have what it takes to be the best?



System Requirements:

*Minimum specifications: OS: Windows
XP, Vista, or Windows 7 64-bit CPU:
Intel Core 2 Duo 2.26Ghz RAM: 1GB
RAM Hard Drive: 16GB Graphics:
DirectX 9-compatible Input: Two
joysticks, One Keyboard & Mouse
Display: 1280×1024 screen resolution
Other: The entire game engine is
dependent on the DirectX 9 API. It will
not work on earlier versions of Windows.
The installation is well documented and
no additional files need to be installed. *
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